they bludgeon into submission, cutting and dismantling well-worn responses to old ways of thinking and understanding. New dimensions emerge for the protagonist in Handke's drama, but they also undermine his security and create a climate or malaise. Feelings of oneness and cohesion are transformed into fractionality, triggering havoc in mind and psyche and ushering in a schizophrenic condition.
Handke-like the Cubists, who split objects and figures and reduced them to their basic geometric forms-"divides in two" or "shatters" or "dismantles" both language and protagonist in Kaspar. The breakdown of traditional verbal sequences, the severing of the conventional word-feeling dialectic, endows each morpheme with its own identity and independent value. Like the Cubists, Handke is an artist in control of his material: the chaos or disorder implicit in his play is willed and directly distilled from the expressions he chooses to use.
The fact that Handke looks upon the word as a thing in and of itself liberates it from a central consciousness but, by the same token, also invites it to develop its own potential. Its direction, then, is its own and not dependent upon something else. Because there is no supreme guiding principle, no dictatorial force, to show the words their way, a point of focus, in keeping with our logo-centered Western concepts, is lacking.
The passage from oneness, or traditional use of language, to dispersion, freeing the word from former definitions, has significant psychological ramifications. Just as the once whole and coherent sen- tence has been broken down syntactically into disparate and frequently unrelated parts, so, too, has the personality. Once functioning under the aegis of an ego-complex, considered the "seat of an individual's experience of subjective identity," the personality was related to its parts through a central consciousness. Such selfcontainedness becomes fractured in Kaspar. 3 The word, considered as a thing in and of itself, gives up its once sacrosanct associational meaning to the other morphemes in the clause or sentence. Likewise, the authority of the supreme consciousness or transcendent order within the psyche is broken down. The formerly all-powerful egocomplex has yielded its powers to individual egos; as autonomous entities, they live out their existence as each sees fit. Such split-offs from the ego dynamic can only encourage psychological fractionalization and the ensuing schizophrenia.
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The problem of language that holds Handke in thrall is melded into the very framework of the play: it becomes its prima materia.
Influenced by the Viennese-born Ludwig Wittgenstein, who suggested that people's problems usually begin and end with language, Handke focuses on language as a system and as a mechanical power. Instrumental in creating order or arrangements, language as an automating force has the capacity to dominate, dictate, and more often than not, to destroy individuals and societies. ' Handke tells us that his character's name, Kaspar, is based on a historical figure representationalism-when these approaches to life were passé. If the link to reality becomes routine and "the words for the objects are taken for the objects themselves," one merely repeats through identification what has been said. Handke went on to remark: "People fail to recognize that literature is made with language and not with the things that are described with language," an insight that causes literature to lose its raison d'etre. 6 Handke, who despised mannerism and so-called representa- Gunter Riihle explores the manner in which Kaspar exemplifies the disorientation of an adult who suddenly comes upon a world of strange objects, stumbles, and destroys some in the process before he even understands their significance. Handke's sense of the social and political force of language is such that in a few sentences he allows his formerly unthinking protagonist to reflect in a highly philosophical manner on questions of time and space which in turn become effective devices in making him aware of himself and the role he plays in the world."
What is particularly arresting for Peter Iden is the role of the Einsager. They are role models for Kaspar: it is they whom he uses to compare himself to, to define himself, and lastly to imitate. The acquisition of the world through the medium of words culminates in the creation of beautiful metaphors, of homey relationships between the protagonist and the objects surrounding him such as a chair, Psychologically, we may say that Kaspar's ego (center of consciousness) cannot be distinguished as something apart from its surroundings. Ego and non-ego (or self, the total psyche), then, are one and the same, as are inner and outer worlds. Existence is lived on the basis of a single totality. Like an infant or child, Kaspar exists in an original state of wholeness: an ouroboric condition. The word is borrowed from the Gnostics and identified with the circular image of the tail-eating serpent; the ouroboric state implies self-containment or primary identity with the Self. Such a state exists prior to the birth of consciousness.
That Kaspar's psyche is primitive and his perceptual process deviant is obvious. He seems unable to discriminate among objects and since he utters only one sentence, his speech may be labeled idiosyncratic. Medically speaking, Kaspar's behavior has been identified as autistic. His symptoms are withdrawal from the objects onstage, then a kind of conflictual avoidance of them, followed by shifting responses: aggressive and angry approaches, succeeded by unresponsive and apathetic attitudes.
as well as pity from the audience. Handke's description of his protagonist supports the clown/Kaspar analogy:
His makeup is theatrical. For example, he has on a round, widebrimmed hat with a band; a light-colored shirt with a closed collar; a colorful jacket with many (roughly seven) metal buttons; wide pants; clumsy shoes; on one shoe, for instance, the very long laces have become untied. He looks droll. The colors of his outfit clash with the colors on stage. Only at the second or third glance should the audience realize that his face is a mask; it is a pale color, it is life-like; it may have been fashioned to fit the face of the actor. It expresses astonishment and confusion. (63) The clown, one of the most complex of creatures, is an archetypal figure: universal and eternal, and endowed with the extraordinary power of making people laugh. While indulging in bizarre antics of "pure play," the clown, drawing guffaws, is viewed as a joyful and ebullient creature. Beneath the mask, however, is a diametrically opposed being: a sorrowful, pained, and victimized individual. Frequently a failure, the butt of ridicule and floggings, the clown wears his fear and hurt within while donning a smile without. Conveying neither dignity nor reverence nor authority, he may, as in King Lear, also utter truths under the guise of nonsense.
Like On the other hand, Kaspar's mask may also be looked upon as a protective device, the weakly structured inner being safely hidden behind an unchangeable expression, thereby pointing up a sense of mystery, ambiguity, and excitement.
Handke further tells his audiences that Kaspar resembles Frankenstein's monster, a creature fabricated from human parts that runs amok, destroying itself and its creator, and King Kong, the giant gorilla, brought from his natural habitat to the city, where he, too, kills people. Now we understand the horrors, both physical and emotional, accompanying the displacement of people or the creation of beings who do not conform to the norm. Yet, such creatures are and have been popular from time immemorial-whetting the imagination, titillating the senses, and generating ripples of laughter.
There is, then, something automated or machinelike in Kasparnamely, his speech and behavioral patterns. If we recall that Handke had suggested that his play could be called "Speech-Torture," the introduction of a mechanical instrument at the very outset of the theatrical event seems in keeping with the programmed, standardized, and computerlike approach to his character's word-play.
The apparatus in question-a type of "magic eye," designed to "formalize this torture"-is built above the ramp. Blinking during the performance, it measures "the degree of vehemence with which the PROTAGONIST is addressed." (59).
Equally measured and consistent is the dialogue, divided between Kaspar and the Einsager. In book form, the former is printed on the left side of the page and the latter on the right. The Einsagers' disembodied voices, speaking through loudspeakers, public address mechanisms, megaphones, telephones, televisions, and automatic answering devices, are trying to indoctrinate Kaspar and to persuade him to follow their system and thereby to "bring Kaspar to speech by speech." They are subverting outworn theatrical conventions by emphasizing language rather than mime, detachment instead of subjectivity, significations instead of reference to some relational reality.
Nor are the theatrical accessories and props onstage illusionist. There is the aforementioned backdrop (a curtain of the same fabric and dimensions as the front curtain) from which Kaspar emerges so maladroitly. There are also chairs, a broom, a cushion, a table, a sofa, a shovel, a wastepaper basket, and a closet, which, though unrelated to each other, are disposed in a normal position onstage.
Kaspar, the clown, the unadapted and autistic being who stumbles and falls, blusters about knocking over pieces of furniture, kicking the closet door open, spiraling back and forth, as he repeats his one sentence-"I want to be a person like somebody else was once"-lives in his own closeted world. His single sentence, like a litany, takes on different amplitudes, sonorities, modulations, and rhythms, conveying a variety of emotional reactions to each of the events experienced (66). A remarkable vehicle for an actor! The ultramechanical voices of three or more Einsager break out from all sides of the stage; the loudspeakers emphasize their engineered, toneless, and impersonal words:
Already you have a sentence with which you can make yourself noticeable. With this sentence you can make yourself noticeable in the dark, so no one will think you are an animal. You have a sentence with which you can tell yourself everything that you can't tell others. You can explain to yourself how it goes with you.
You have a sentence with which you can already contradict the same sentence. (67)
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The world-outside of Kaspar's one sentence-is threatening.
For someone who can neither direct nor adapt his thinking, he lives in an overwhelmingly subjective and distorted domain. He continues to walk about the stage, touching various objects here and there, discovering gaps between the cushions on the sofa. He throws these soft objects on the floor any which way. Because he is autistic, the repetition of his single sentence may be considered in part an apotropaic mechanism: a means of insuring his safety.
Kaspar's inability to relate to the world around him-to realityand his dissociation from everything he sees and confronts, emphasize his deep-seated alienation from the world of contingencies. Since the objects onstage are unknown and incomprehensible, they suffuse him with feelings of panic. That he creeps, falls, tumbles about amid these disparate concretions again points to the fact that he lives nearly exclusively in an archaic world. Kaspar is in touch only with nature and the instinctual sphere-a kind of prima materia. If this primal stuff can eventually be assimilated-at least in part-by the conscious mind, it will summon a reactivation and reorganization of unconscious and conscious contents, leading possibly to psychological and intellectual evolution. If no integration of new contents pouring in from the unconscious takes place, Kaspar will continue living at the same stage of development. 24 Once the Einsager begin their Speech-Torture, a dialectical process is generated between Kaspar and his single sentence (an expression of his emotional world?) and the Einsager, whose goal it is to indoctrinate him. Teaching Kaspar to speak conventionally, to think traditionally, and to behave morally in keeping with societal codes makes their efforts purposeful. The instructional method of the Einsager is that of drill/propaganda: machine-like accuracy and measured precision.
Subtle teachers, the Einsager take the initiative. They label each object, thereby identifying it with the word, then inform Kaspar of its function. By means of word-forces and word-manipulation, they teach him all the stereotypes and platitudes that make society society and culture culture. Such is the method they use to manipulate and dominate their student.
Their key word is order. As indoctrinators of social views they use language as a disciplinary force, to inculcate order in Kaspar, to condition him to follow their rules, be they grammatical constructions or otherwise. As their toneless mechanical voices drone on and on like plain-chant they "exorcise every disorder" from Kaspar (69). While the voices from loudspeakers and microphones accentuate or diminish in pitch and amplitude, also alternating their rhythmic beats, Kaspar's nerves and psyche are affected. Indeed, he reacts intensely and angrily to their continuous, rigid, and unflinching verbal assaults.
Another mechanical method is used to implement these educational techniques: lighting. Amid the multiple utterances of the robotlike Einsager, the stage is intermittently blacked out, only to be lit brilliantly minutes later. Such intense contrasts serve to further the Einsagers' sense of order and discipline. They divide the play into scenes and the lessons to be learned into stages or steps. A running account of Kaspar's progress in reaching a norm and of his relapses into his autistic world is given through the loudspeakers.
As the Einsager pursue their course, their lessons take on a more abstract temper. Kaspar is taught to divide time into past, present, and future. Understanding linear time, they remark, will help him build up his memory and thereby reconstruct his life. That he had formerly lived his entire existence enclosed in a blackened room with no exposure to the outside world, and that his single possession consisted of one sentence, met all of his needs at that time. Now, they inform him, his situation has changed: he has become cognizant of the outside world and consequently of himself and of relationships. Such an expanded approach to life brings into being a complex of opposites, including abstraction and concretion.
Words are no longer simple devices expressing pain or joy. They have grown in dimension, density, shape, and form. Some may be used as pacifiers, others like fetishes or hierophanies, or instruments of torture, putting Kaspar through one ordeal after another, or as suggestive devices, cajoling him to follow the ways of the Einsager. If Kaspar reacts fearfully to the introduction of new words, the Einsager tell him how morphemes can protect him: "You can still crawl off behind the sentence: hide: contest it. The sentence can still mean anything."
The learning process consists of hurdles. Each step forward inflicts pain and malaise upon the student. Sometimes expressing wonderment, at other moments dismay, Kaspar discovers that the world is opening up. He begins pronouncing single words incommodiously, then in serial listings with varied rhythmical and tonal patterns-as if he were throwing or kicking concrete objects about. Handke's successful and brilliant dramatization of the construction/deconstruction syndrome in both the linguistic and psychological spheres makes his play unique in theatre. His emphasis on the mechanics of thought via individual and sequenced words, together with loudspeakers, microphones, lights, and sounds, and other technical devices, add to the innovative nature of his play.
Kaspar dramatizes the dislocation and disruption of the very foundations of the Westerner's logocentric view. Emancipation from the whole leads to the reign of specificities, the divestment of traditional categories, systems, and ideologies. Handke's Kaspar alienates spectators from their comfortable and relatively secure existences. Their illusionary domains, their comfortable condition of relative stasis, must give way to new spatialities-to the excoriating and terrifying reign of the fragmented and irrational.
Theatre is not mimesis for Handke. It is not an imitation of life, but life itself, to be experienced on its own terms, not by passive spectators-voyeurs-but rather by autonomous and independent people, believing in the reality of the stage happenings and in the existence of a deus absconditus, or hidden deity, existing in all of its explosive and dynamic parts! NOTES
